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Silver - Underpriced and Undervalued
He a d i n g i nt o t h e s e c o n d
quarter of 2018, we see a shift
in leadership away from gold
and towards silver, platinum and
palladium, due to reduced safe
haven anxiety (off moderating
trade war fears) and a revitalized
US dollar. Some will suggest that
global economic sentiment has
moderated slightly, but we think
that stellar Chinese retail sales
readings and a much better than
expected US February nonfarm
payroll tally confirm that global
synchronized growth remains
in place. We also think this will
foster stronger industrial demand
for the metals. Silver, platinum
and palladium are sitting near
the bottom of their ranges of the
past ten months, while gold is in
the upper quarter, so they could
be in a better position to rally.
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Certainly gold will continue to derive support from the unrelenting
pattern of declining South African production. It should also benefit
from ideas that Indian and Chinese physical demand will recover
along with the recovery in the global economy. Gold’s primary
focus looks to remain on the prospects of further weakness in the
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US dollar, renewed concerns of a trade battle between the US and
China, and the general uncertainty in the equity markets. However,
it now appears that trade tensions are moderating, that US rate hike
prospects will support the Dollar, and that equity market volatility
will moderate. Therefore, gold’s primary bullish force could dissipate.
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While South African gold
production remains in a long
term declining pattern, the silver
market has also seen evidence of
declining production recently,
with Mexico’s production in
January down 13.6%. Mexico is
the largest silver producer in the
world, and a pattern of declining
output could inspire speculative
and physical interest.
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Moderating economic/trade
uncertainty and evidence of
ongoing global growth could
not only increase demand
expectations for industrial
metals like silver, platinum and
palladium, it could also result
in a divergence between those
metals’ prices and those for
gold. April could see a decline in
safe haven/currency-dominated
interest in gold and a revival in
classic, demand-driven interest
in the industrial metals.
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Compared to gold, silver could
be considered fundamentally
and technically undervalued,
having recently reached its
cheapest level relative to gold
since April 2016. It should also
be noted that the speculative
crowd has all but vacated the
long side of silver. A recent
COT futures and options report
showed that as of March 20th
non-commercial and nonreportable traders were holding
their smallest net long position
since the COT started compiling
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Silver Underpriced –
Fundamentally and
Technically
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the data. The reports also showed silver managed money traders were
holding a record net short position of 39,604 contracts. This suggests
that bearish sentiment could be reaching a zenith.
Open interest surged 26,992 contacts (14.1%) in just 15 trading
sessions in late March, as funds built their net short positions. It
might not take much of a rally to force those traders out. The resulting
stop loss buying could catapult prices back toward the 2018 highs
above $17.75.

Suggested Trading Strategies
1) BUY May Silver on a break to $16.02. Use an objective of $16.86.
Risk the position to $15.89.
2) BUY a June Gold $1,330 put for $15 ($1500) and then SELL a June
Silver $15.75 put for 15 cents ($750). Use a net combined gain on the
combination of $1,200. Risk the combination to a net loss of $450.

Disclaimer
The information in this report may be considered dated upon its release and should not be considered interpersonal advice. This
report is merely an opinion on the market and is a reflection of conditions as of its publication. Market conditions change! Traders
should not consider entering positions without their own independent analysis of the market’s current situation, nor without further
consideration of any changes to the information contained herein that may have occurred since this report was written. The authors
are not responsible for any verbal or written claims and opinions that might be provided in conjunction with this report. The trading suggestions contained herein have been provided merely as a general guide and only for the purpose of quantifying the authors’
opinions.
This report includes information from sources believed to be reliable but no independent verification has been made and we do not
guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. This report should not be construed
as a request to engage in any transaction involving the purchase or sale of a futures contract and/or commodity option thereon. The
risk of loss in trading futures contracts or commodity options can be substantial, and investors should carefully consider the inherent
risks of such an investment in light of their financial condition. Any reproduction or retransmission of this report without the express
written consent of The Hightower Report is strictly prohibited.
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Daily Grain and Livestock Commentary
Wednesday February 12, 2014

DAILY SOY COMPLEX COMMENTARY
02/12/14
Shift from US tightness to record world supply; SA harvest active
OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT):
SOY BEANS -1.0, BEAN OIL +0.1, SOYMEAL -0.5
OVERNIGHT DEVELOPMENTS: March soybeans were trading 2 cents lower
near 7:00 cst. Palm oil futures in Malaysia were up 1% overnight and China
soybeans were up slightly. Global equity markets were higher across the board
Wednesday morning, helped by follow though buying from yesterday and
upbeat economic data out of China. Even the Japanese Nikkei closed higher for the third consecutive session in
the face of much weaker than expected machinery orders. Perhaps some of the lift came after January trade data
from China showed a better than 10% gain in both imports and exports. It is also possible that well-received
testimony from new Fed chief Janet Yellen during the previous session and a clean debt ceiling bill passed the
House last night provides an add boost to risk-taking attitudes. Upside action continued during the early European
trading hours, with added support coming from upbeat earnings from Societe Generale, ING and Heineken. The
upbeat showing in global markets offers US markets early support and keeps the major indices up near
yesterday's high ahead of the Wall Street opening. There is a quiet US economic calendar during Wednesday's
session, which is likely to keep focus on corporate earnings from Deere & Company ahead of the Wall Street
opening, with Applied Materials, Cisco Systems, NetApp and Whole Foods after the close.
NEAR-TERM MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: March soybeans saw some follow-through buying overnight but the
rally failed at the 1340 level which has also occurred on February 10th, December 23rd, December 18th and
December 17th. March meal pushed up to a new contract high overnight but is trading lower this morning.
Soybeans and soybean meal staged a remarkable recovery yesterday following the "bearish" USDA report on
Monday. The higher trade was led by soymeal, which favors the bulls. China bought 116,000 tonnes of US
soybeans for the 2014/15 crop year. The CIF market was also a touch firmer yesterday which bodes well for bulls,
and might suggest export sales have been made or could be some light logistical issues on the river. There were
rumors that up to 8 US cargoes have been canceled, but the firm CIF market and spreads don't support this
argument. The Brazilian government agency CONAB estimated their nation's soybean crop at 90 million tonnes,
down from 90.3 million tonnes but is right in line with the updated USDA forecast. There is still some concern that
the dry weather conditions for Brazil will prevail for the rest of February, which leaves a bit of downside risk to
production. Vessel lineups are building with the harvest estimated around 13% complete, well above last year's
pace. With harvest moving along quickly, we should see a better loading and shipment rate at the ports which
could weigh on the nearby market at some point.
The main issue for the market over the next couple months may still be the lack of selling by the Argentine farmer.
The executive president of a large farm association in Buenos Aires recently stated that "Pesos are no use - the
worst thing you can do is hold Pesos". Producers continue to store their old-crop supply in silo bags with an
estimated 8-11 million tonnes now effectively off the market. The official and black market exchange rates have
narrowed a bit during the last week but remain extremely wide. A well-known bank has estimated that farmers in
the region have only sold 6% of their crop at this point, down from 11% at the same time last year and down from
25% the year before that. It's likely some sales are made as harvest gets going to pay for various bills on the farm
but unless a major policy change is announced, the pipeline for crushers will likely remain thin which could keep
world meal buyers active in the US market as a hedge. European buyers may be short bought for March and
April. March board crush hit a new 5-session high Tuesday and cash crush margins remain very profitable. We
would look for export demand to exhaust itself before US crush demand.
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this issue
Fundamental Trades:
Bullish:

Corn
Crude Oil
Gold
Soybean Oil
Wheat

Other:
Global Food Waste

major economic
events
March 7
- Consumer Credit

March 8

Released Friday a ernoons for up-todate ideas and strategies to start the
next trading week. Ideal for hedgers,
traders, investors and everyone in
between.

- Japanese GDP
- Chinese Trade Balance
- Euro Zone GDP

March 9
- BOC Meeting
- Wholesale Inventories

March 10
- Chinese CPI/PPI
- ECB Meeting
- Jobless Claims
- JOLTS Survey

March 11
- Canadian Unemployment
- Import & Export Prices

HightowerReport.com
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Next Week’s Economic Focus
Large Grain Supply May
not be enough!
Several years ago, the amount
of food consumed inside the
home was surpassed by what
was consumed outside of the
home. With a growing middle
class around the world and in
particular in India and China,
we suspect that in addition to the
amount of consumption outside
of homes rising, the food has to
travel further and is processed in
a growing layer of distribution
methods. It is well documented
that a shift from rural areas to
urban areas can have the impact
of doubling energy needs, and
we assume that same rule applies
to food consumption. As can be
seen in the graphic on page 8,
the amount of spoilage, waste
and lost food is significant, and
that should raise the amount of
foodstuffs needed from global
production.

While actively-traded grain
prices are weak and many have
fallen close to their cost of
production, other food items
like chickpeas, Asian vegetables,
Vietnamese rice, South African
maize, and Australian avocados
have seen significant price gains
because of real and perceived
influences from El Niño. For a
long time, we have maintained
that the world needs nearlyperfect grain production to meet
its needs, and the way food is
consumed is raising that bar!

Trend-following fund traders
hold a massive net short position
of more than 400,000 contracts
in grains as we enter the new
planting season. We have
priced in bearish fears, and the
downside may be very limited.
Copper is at its highest level
since mid-November and sugar
is near a one-year high.
-David C Hightower

our opinion… market by market
Market

*

Stocks

Return to 2000 for S&P is bottom of new range.

Bonds

Downside breakout might not hold this week.

L
L

Dollar

Renewed respect for the US favors the bulls.

L

Euro

US payrolls eventually help the Euro economy.

S

Gold

Recoveries from washout now key to bull case.

Silver

Silver will lag gold on the upside and downside.

Copper

Short term overbought, but $2.20 is still cheap.

Crude

Trending higher with Jan swing high in focus.

L
L
L
L

Gasoline

Supply draw & boost in demand are supportive.

L

Nat Gas

Record storage & weak demand prospects.

S

Soybeans

Brazil currency jump may slow exports for now.

Corn

Key reversal from contract low; short-covering.

L
L

Wheat

Lack of weather premium; reversal; oversold.

L

Hogs

Big cold storage & Jul-Dec '16 production +4%.

S

L Cattle

June still looks cheap compared to $137 cash.

L

Sugar

Straight up from Feb 19th lows; correction?

S

Coffee

Brazil currency might slow export pace; stocks.

Cocoa

Slow but steady grind higher; smaller mid-crop.

Cotton

More positive tilt to economy might spark bounce.

L
L
L

* For traders/commercials who need to be in a market, L = Long, S=Short
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